
Brochure Websites



Our unique approach to 
websites, and how it 
benefits you



Results Driven
Websites
From now on, try to think 
of a website as a sales 
rep.

Because if your website isn’t 
boosting your sales, it’s 
wasting your money.

DESIGN



So first of all, what’s makes a great sales-rep?

Effectively sells 
the great things 

about you
Understands the 

customer

Majority of the 
time gives a 
great pitch

Works 
tirelessly 

around the 
clock



………………..

………………..

………………..

………………..

Who’s your money on?

Understands the 
customer 

Effectively sells the great 
things about you

Majority of the time gives 
a great pitch

Works tirelessly around 
the clock

We interview you to learn about your customers’ needs 
and problems and use psychology to persuade them

We seamlessly embed all the remarkable things about 
your business into your service/product pages

Visitors are all given the same best-possible sales pitch, 
meaning you’re always putting your best foot forward

Websites don’t need breaks or holidays, they work 24-7, 
and can be scaled to thousands of people

Sales-Rep Our WebsitesVs.



What makes us 
different?



We create additional pages targeting high-ROI keywords

Services BlogAbout Contact UsServices 2

Your website

“[your service]  
in Bedfordshire”

“[your service] 
based in Luton”

“[your service]”“[your service] 
based in Luton”

“[your service] 
based in Luton”

The more pages, more traffic

Everyone does this
The usual pages, and 
nothing more

Very few do this
We create additional 
pages which cannot 
be seen on the 
menu, but these 
pages are picked up 
by Google, increasing 
traffic



More leads, and higher conversion rates

Milk Supplier in Luton | XXX 

Milk Supplier in Luton

………………….. Per 
1000

visitors

2-5%
Conversion 

Rate

20-50
Additional 
Enquiries 

These landing pages are more targeted to what 
people are searching for. They will attract 

additional, more targeted visitors who, 
crucially, are more likely to buy.



Where nearly every 
website misses out on 
extra sales



Monthly Traffic

Researchers
In the market, but don’t 
know what they want

Comparers
Know what product/service 

they want, but not who 
they want it from

Purchasers Everyone does this
Most websites only target the 
small minority of visitors who 
are ready to buy.

- “Checkout now”
- “Make an enquiry”
- “Sign-up here”

Very few do this
The majority aren’t ready to 
purchase, but you need a way 
to get their contact details so 
you can advertise to them until 
they are ready to buy

- “Download this free 
guide”

- “10 things to consider 
before a purchase”

The forgotten crowd

Customer 
Journey



We capture these researchers and comparers by 
giving them a reason to give their details

Example created by Heue Digital



We then implement systems to convert them 
into purchasers, and boost your bottom line

You advertise to 
them via Social 
Media or Email

OUR APPROACH

We call this a 
lead-magnet. 
We’ll work with 
you to create an 
effective one, 
and implement 
it into your 
website

They convert 
into salesThey follow you on 

Social media

Adds them to 
Mailing List



Your website

1000
Visitors

2-5%
Give their details 
and convert into a 

sale

20-50
Potential 

purchases

Let’s do the maths

Free guide/download
Additional customers 

following you or 
subscribed to your email 

database

£XXX
Multiply 20/50 by 

your average 
order value

Additional revenue per 
1,000 visitors



Split payment:
50% upfront, 50% on completion

Varies depending on:
● How many products/services your website 

will have
● How many product variations there will be
● The sort of things customers must be able 

to do on your site
● Your business goals
● The tasks your website manager will need 

to undertake
● How much the website needs to 

develop/grow in the future

Our Prices
HOW WE CHARGE




